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Sick of the ‘70s? Look away now! This season
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styles more suitable for a boogie.
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Guess who’s back? Back again? Velvet’s
back… Tell a friend. Have we mentioned
winter is our favourite season? Velvet
has a lot to do with it. This season (much
to our delight) Valentino, Erdem, Stella
McCartney and Gucci were all crushing
on velvet. From bags to bracelets, velvet
is the fabric of the season.
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unwearable but inevitably super cool
with PVC platforms while Rochas, Mary
Katrantzou and Roberto Cavalli opted for

Claudia Gocoul sat down with style icon Olivia Palermo to pick her
brains on fashion, beauty and everything between...
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saw the return of the disco platform. The
folk over at Marc Jacobs went impractical,
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Just like the ‘70s trend before it, the good old ‘90s are
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GUCCI

VALENTINO

It’s imperative.

DSQUARED2

need to get our hands (or should we say
necks?) on Fendi’s furry choker.

Tights get an awful time of it–we blame
how difficult they are to get in and out of.
This season they’ve had an injection of
cool. From oversized fishnets at Jeremy
Scott to knitted argyle tights at Prada, even
Gucci got in on the trend with pastel-hued
opaques. We’re all about this trend as it
means less time on the waxing bed!

PRADA

N
VA

The Tights

in it for the long haul. We saw chokers start to filter in
for spring/summer but this season saw them become
a necessity with everyone from Dries Van Noten to
Loewe and Balmain getting all choked up. We

something about her that we just can’t get enough of.
We sat down with the star and within minutes it became apparent
that not only is she beautiful and witty but she’s also extremely
intelligent, a combination which goes toward explaining her

stylish people around the world. My mom has amazing style and so
do my aunts. Their influences rub off on me for sure.” Avid XPOSÉ
readers will have noticed our obsession with OP’s immaculate
style. We’ve always wondered if she feels a pressure to always look

continued success. We were in Brown Thomas to chat beauty with
Olivia ahead of the launch of
her latest Olivia x Ciaté line
of beauty products, which
has quickly garnered a cult
following with beauty addicts
across the world. Olivia told
us, “They approached me and
it was perfect timing because I
really saw in the marketplace
that there was a lack of quality.”
While some stars will sign their name to just about anything
(we’re looking at you Kim K) Olivia was keen to ensure that the
quality of the line was something she could stand by. She told us,
“We worked very closely on everything but just to make sure the
quality of the polish was great. We wanted it to have that nice gel
feel, a strong colour and to make sure that it didn’t chip.” The line
includes nail varnishes, eye shadow palettes and liners, all of which
are beautifully packaged and full of extremely wearable colors.
But does Olivia have a favourite product? She told us that it was
almost like picking a favourite child but when pushed said, “I think
the hidden jewel in the collection is the eye pencil as it’s gel which
makes it very simple to apply but it doesn’t move once it’s on.”
Of course, as successful as Olivia’s collaboration with Ciaté has

perfectly turned out. She told us, “I dress for myself! Whether I was
in this industry or not I would
still get up and get dressed.”
Oh, that tells us…

“

STELLA MCCARTNEY

S
IE
DR

The
Choker

become, she’ll always be known as a fashion icon first and foremost.
We couldn’t sit down with one of the most fashionable ladies in New
York without grilling her on her own style icons. She told us, “I love

I dress for myself! Whether I
was in this industry or not I would
still get up and get dressed.

LOEWE

LANVIN

GUCCI

e’re not sure what it is about Olivia Palermo but
everything she puts her hand to seems to turn to
gold. From fashion to technology to beauty, there’s
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While we’re lazing around
in our pyjamas and watching
Netflix all day, Olivia is busy
running her hugely successful
website oliviapalermo.
com (or simply .com as she
lovingly refers to it). Sure, from the outside it looks as though the
website instantly blew up, but Olivia confided, “It’s a lot of work
because .com is its own business. We have a handful of designers
that we continually support and obviously we look for new ones
so it’s great.” Supporting new talent is the crux of the site and it’s
something that they do extremely well. However, it means braving
the countless fashion weeks to scout for new talent which can be
an exhausting task. Olivia told us, “The most important thing is
proper sleep and a proper schedule. There’s only so much you can
do in one day. If you can’t do something you can’t do something.
You can’t stress out about it, you have to make it work at some other
time.” Thanks for that Olivia, we’ll be applying that little gem to all
areas of life. She’s mastered fashion, beauty, acting and modeling so
maybe an advice column is next on the list? Watch this space...

”
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TREND REPORTS

CELEBRITY INTERVIEWS

Tick, Tock

I do love a pair of oversized,
statement earrings. I’ll be
spending the money I save
during dry January on these Alice
in Wonderland inspired baubles
by Dolce and Gabbana. Magpie?
Me? Earrings, €575, Dolce and
Gabbana @ Brown Thomas.

Fashion force Jenna
Lyons has long been my
number one style icon. I
don’t think anything can
ever make me happier
than Jenna and her
partner Courtney Crangi
mixing and matching
these J Crew two-pieces.
Now to convince the
bestie... Fiona!?

FASHION X FEATURE

FASHION’S FROW

Fashion Editor Claudia Gocoul
shares her sartorial lust list

Suits You, Lady

A

I’ve caved to those inces
sant
Ryanair emails and book
ed myself
on a flight outta here for
January.
The only problem is curat
ing
the perfect summer ward
robe in
winter. Thankfully Ms McC
artney
has my back with this gorg
e, v.
flattering colour block num
ber.
Swimming costume, €325
, Stella
McCartney @ Brown Thom
as.
STELLA MCCARTNEY

Skirt, €89,
Miss Selfridge

Jenna Lyons As the founder and creative
director of J Crew, Jenna Lyons is
technically not a fashion editor but she’s
present at almost every catwalk show so
we’re giving her an honorary mention.
Jenna’s talent lies in taking a single
statement piece and creating a work of art.
Case in point: her wedding guest outfit for
Solange Knowles nuptials.

Fashion Week Essentials
Summer Sun

Shoes, €19.99,
H&M

Anna Dello Russo Anna Dello
Russo is the creative
consultant and editor-at-large
at Vogue Japan and she lives
up to both of those titles.
When it comes to her own
personal style Anna likes to
have fun with shapes, print
and colour–the more
outrageous the better.

Laura Bailey As a model, writer,
cultural ambassador for the British
Fashion Council and contributing
editor at British Vogue Laura Bailey’s
style is quintessentially British. Expect
lots of British brands like Burberry
and Alice Temperley along with quirky
accessories from brands like LK
Bennett and Anya Hindmarch.

My love for Hillary Clinton has reignited my
love for the good old pantsuit! Penneys is
my one stop shop this season. I’m slightly
obsessed with this pink combo which I’ll
be pairing with a grungy band T-shirt and
obligatory #FashPack Adidas Stan Smiths.

PENNEYS

All the controvers
y over Kendall Jen
ner’s
ballet inspired Vog
ue shoot has me
reincarnating my
ballerina dream
s–i
t’s
never
too late to follow
your dreams, righ
t? To be
honest it all feels
like a lot of hard
work so I’ll
be playing make
believe à la KenJen
instead.

Emmanuelle Alt
Current editor-inchief of Vogue
Paris, Emmanuelle
Alt is all about
great tailoring.
Come Paris fashion
week you’ll find her
make-up free in a
tailor made blazer
and trousers with a
pair of statement
heels to round the
look off.

Carine Roitfeld
Editor-in-chief of the
CR Fashion Book and
former editor-in-chief
of Vogue Paris Carine
Roitfeld epitomises
Parisian style. She’s all
about basic staples
with a sexy, sultry
edge. Mix sheer pieces
with leather and lace
to nail her look.

We take a look at fashions
real front row, just in time
for London Fashion Week

Fashion
Insider
Ballet Beautiful

Steal Their Style
A style file of XPOSÉ Mag’s favourite
fashion editors...

Chanel Hydrating
Conditioning Lip
Balm, €32.50

sk a girl her style icons and she’ll list
out the usual, Olivia Palermo, Alexa

decide what’s hot and what’s not. With all
that inside scoop you’d expect them to be

a capsule collection of stylish workwear staples
that reflect their career and personality.

Chung, Poppy Delevingne… They’re
the people team XPOSÉ style stalk

the most trend driven kids on the block,
right? Wrong!

Thanks to films like The Devil Wears Prada
and The September Issue, even the sartorially

If the fashion powers-that-be followed
every trend that landed on their stylish
desks they’d never have time to do any work.
Instead, every fashion editor worth his or her
fash pack position has created a uniform for
themselves. Not the bland black that people
expect from those who work in fashion, but

challenged are familiar with big names like Anna
Wintour and Grace Coddington. But what about
the others? Emmanuelle Alt, Carine Roitfeld and
Anna Dello Russo are just some of the big names
who influence what you wear and when. We hate
to pull out that cerulean blue arguement but, you
know, fashion matters…

for a living (and a hobby). But what about the
style icons that inspire your style icons? Ask any
fashionista worth her sartorial salt and she’ll tell
you that it’s the fashion editors who are at the
real front line of fashion. They see collections
before they’ve even hit the runway, analyse
trends for the seasons ahead and ultimately

44

…

What the fashion editors can’t live without
Headphones, €20, ban.do
@ My Shining Armour

Backpack, €365, DKNY
@ Brown Thomas
Sunglasses, stg£216, Miu
Miu @ The Sunglases Shop

Powerbank, €8, Tiger

Diary, €27, ban.do @
My Shining Armour
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FASHION COLUMNS

Apothecary Lemon
and Fig Hand and
Nail Cream, €6

FASHION FEATURES

LIFE in STYLE X TRAVEL

LIFE in STYLE X XXXX

Boats in the marina
beautiful bride
Claudia with the

Reverse Cinderella

surroundings, it’s well worth exploring the
smaller boutiques and side streets where you’ll
pick up gorgeous statement pieces that no one
else has for next to nothing.

MALTA TEASER
I

In need of some rest and recuperation? Claudia Gocoul recommends a
visit to the mellow island of Malta

’m all about the party when I go on holiday
so when I was invited to Malta for a wedding
that promised a week of sun, sea and
relaxation I was dubious. Would I die of

boredom and lack of Ministry of Sound-inspired
playlists on day two? I needn’t have worried, Malta
is the kind of country that demands even the most
highly strung amongst us to down tools, (make-up
brushes included) chill out and enjoy the stunning
scenery. Our 30-strong wedding party set up camp
in the award-winning db Seabank Resort and Spa
in Mellieha Bay. Situated a stones throw (literally!)
away from one of Malta’s most beautiful beaches,
the db Seabank is practically out in the middle of
nowhere but that’s part of the appeal. You’ll find
everything you need in the all-inclusive resort from
indoor and outdoor swimming pools to bowling
alleys and an impressive seven restaurants. If
96

If, like me, you can’t sit still for too long,
book yourself on a horseback trek. Whether
you’re an experienced rider or a first timer,
the experienced guides will bring you on a
tour that is so beautiful you’ll never want to

Claudia Gocoul on why the 11th hour is the new happy hour...

dismount. Bear in mind that you’ll need to
make sensible wardrobe choices. Riding a horse
in embellished Levi's shorts and a bikini top
isn’t as glam as one might think. Trust me, I’m
speaking from experience…
One excursion that should be compulsory
upon entry to Malta is a boat trip. You haven’t
seen Malta until you’ve set sail on its crystal

C

inderella might have had a 12pm curfew but
recently we’ve been waiting until after midnight to
hit the town. We’re all about quality over quantity
here at XPOSÉ HQ and experience has proven that
the best nights are short, sweet and packed full of Sambuca.
Not convinced? Here are eight reasons why the 'Reverse
Cinderella' is the way forward…

unlimited eating, drinking and sunbathing is your
thing then the db Seabank is for you.
What with our 30-strong group of fellow
holiday makers I managed to see most of the

clear waters. Make a day of it by visiting the
beautiful islands of Gozo and Comino and
mooring for a spot of sunbathing on one of
Malta’s beautiful golden beaches. It’s worth

spacious rooms that the hotel has to offer. The
majority come equipped with a private balcony
but ask for a pool view for a suntrap balcony that
you can retreat to for a spot of tanning when
the pool gets too busy. Whilst Mellieha Bay is
an oasis of calm, there's lots to do in Malta as
a whole and because it’s such a small island
it doesn’t take long to get around. If you’re
the type of holiday maker who likes a slice of
home wherever they go then hop on a bus into
Sliema. You’d be forgiven for thinking you’d
flown back to Grafton Street with everything
from Wagamamas and McDonalds to MAC.
As lovely as it is to find yourself in familiar

splashing out for one of the more expensive
boat trips which will include food and drink as
the choice on the beaches is limited at best. Just
remember all that food you’ve eaten and all that
drink you’ve drank when you drop anchor at the
caves to jump from the boat into the sea.
If you’ve got any energy left after all of
that sailing then Popeye Village is a must.

Popeye Village
scene locations from the movie. Once you’re
all Popeye'd out, change into your bikini and
swim out to enjoy the inflatable obstacle course
complete with a trampoline.

The original set of Robin Williams ‘80s cult
movie Popeye has been transformed into a
picturesque attraction that has to be seen to
be believed. Round up the troops and star in
your own version of the movie, visit Popeye’s
house and enjoy a boat tour around key

If all of the above doesn’t distract you from
party FOMO then timing is everything. With a
little research you can visit Malta, enjoy a laid
back few days and still let off a little steam. The
scenic island plays host to an abundance of music
festivals including Isle of MTV Malta and Annie

Popeye Village

The crystal clear waters of the

Med
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It’s a well known fact that the DJ saves all of the good

Ready for our spinac
h at

Ready
for take
off

Mac Presents Lost and Found. It’s too late for
that this year but check out the 2017 dates.
For more on beautiful Malta visit
www.visitmalta.com.
AUGUST 2016 XPOSÉ 97

music until later on in the night. Do you see Vogue
Williams wasting Beyoncé tunes on an empty dance

floor? Think of your night out as a Destiny’s Child concert. Are
you really that fussed about the warm up act? Thought not...
We’ve come to the realisation that our readers are social

means saving money and saving money means more parties.
Yes, we know we said quality over quantity but we have four
letters for you... FOMO!
One of our many pet peeves is that awkward hour or
so between the pubs being uncomfortably full and the

3

TRAVEL FEATURES

butterflies so we’re pretty sure they’ll be invited to
oodles of parties over the festive season. Starting later

nightclubs being uncomfortably empty. We don’t want
a pint spilled down our back but we also don’t want to be sat
waiting for the crowds to turn up. #FirstWorldProblems

4
5
6

We’re all about the dramatic entrance which is hard
to make if you’re the first one in the door (the bouncer
doesn’t count). They call it fashionably late for a reason,
so wait for everyone else to arrive, don something swishy and
make them stare!
The best part of leaving the house late? There’s less
pressure to get ready. Have a glass of red, run a bath,
heck, have a nap if you feel like it... You’ve got all of the

time in the world so enjoy the process.
Have you ever just gotten into the swing of the night
only to realise your feet are on fire and your legs feel
like you’ve done a stint on The Biggest Loser? No one

wants to be ‘that girl’ but it can really ruin your night. It’s hard
to bust your best moves when you can’t feel your toes. Save
your soles for the dancefloor.
We hate to say it (only because we don't want to share)

7
8

but if you’re looking to score then going out later is the
answer. Everyone else will look so worse for wear that
you’ll look like a Goddess in comparison. (As tried, tested and
proven by an XPOSÉ Mag team member!)
Looking for a reputation as the most hard core party
animal in your group? When everyone else is all pooped
out you’ll still be full of beans and raring to go. House
party anyone?

LISTICLES
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P

arty season is upon us again, and you’ve
probably already received a dozen invites
to various family, friend, and work
get-togethers, at all of which you’ll be
guzzling Prosecco and nibbling canapés. And, of
course, let’s not forget the obligatory Twelve Pubs
of Christmas we all attempt to do each year…
Christmas time is party time, and when we party,
we bloat. We also tend to get horrific hangovers,
a head cold, and a little bit down-in-the-dumps.
Worry not, dear readers, we've got you covered.

Shed the winter weight

Christmas
Check-Up
Our guide to avoiding the dreaded festive flu

Shimmying into a party dress is hard work, what
with all the roast dinners and Cadbury selection
boxes we indulge in. Eat a high-protein meal
before hitting the town so that you’re less likely to
snack. Nutritionist Orla Walsh from the Dublin
Nutrition Centre recommends mixing up your
protein sources on a daily basis. She told us, “Aim
for variety! Sources of protein include fish, meat,
poultry, eggs, beans, peas and lentils, as well as
dairy.” You can also halt the winter weight by
opting for low-cal drink options. Mix your vodka
with Diet 7Up or better still, soda water instead
of sugar-filled alternatives. They taste exactly the
same once the alcohol starts flowing and you’ll
feel mega smug when you wake up the next
morning knowing you’ve consumed far fewer
calories than usual. Lastly, dance the night away!
Mariah didn’t record All I Want For Christmas
for you to stand at the bar smizing.

Hang up on hangovers

Ever wake up from a night out feeling like you ate
desert sand during the night? Orla says, “Alcohol
interferes with the anti-diuretic hormone that
helps to retain water within the body, and so
we end up weeing out the precious water that
our body needs.” Finally! An explanation for
why we've got to go so often on nights out. Orla
adds that the best way to check whether you’re
sufficiently hydrated is to ensure that your urine
is pale in colour–you should need to use the loo
every few hours!

‘Tis the season to be jolly

Christmas is supposed to be a jolly time but our
hectic holiday schedules can leave us feeling
more sad than glad. Orla says, “The B vitamins
are incredibly important to prevent low moods
and irritability. Fish and eggs are great sources,
so why not have smoked salmon with eggs and

#FITNESSFAILS
spinach a couple mornings a week.” As well as
that, low levels of folate, or folic acid, can leave
women feeling down. Orla suggests including
citrus fruits and green veggies in your daily diet to
counter this. And lastly, make time for yourself.
Whether you want to sit back with a good book,
have a relaxing bubble bath, or escape to the
salon to have your nails done, ‘Me-Time’ is vital
time during this manic month.
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Jacket,
€49.99, H&M

Wristband, €149, FitBit
@ Harvey Norman

Festive flu

A sniffly nose does not a fun Christmas party
make. It’s normal to get a little run-down this
time of year but do what you can to nip it in the
bud. “Vitamin A helps protect the body from
infections by keeping skin and tissues in the
mouth, stomach, intestines and respiratory
system healthy,” Orla explains, “So fill up on
sweet potatoes, carrots, kale, spinach, peppers
and apricots.” Vitamin E helps your immune
system too because, as it’s an antioxidant, it
protects the cells in your body from damage. It’s
a fat-soluble vitamin and is found in the likes of
sunflower seeds, almonds, hazelnuts and peanut
butter–finally, we’ve an excuse to eat indulge in
Reeces Cups... Minerals are just as important
as vitamins, and Zinc helps the immune system
work properly and even encourages wounds to
heal (which will come in handy if we accidently
slip on the dance floor or wear heels that don’t
fit…) “Zinc is found in many animal products,”
says Orla, “Such as meat, poultry, seafood and
milk, but you can deliver some to your body by
eating whole grains, pulses and nuts, too." That
said, sometimes we need more of a helping hand.
That's where multivitamins come in handy!
Team XPOSÉ swear by Sona MultiPlus, €11.95,
for keeping us on the straight and narrow.

Rest up

Without sufficient sleep, you can wave goodbye
to having any craic this party season. “Alcohol
negatively affects sleep,” Orla says, “So it would
be well advised to ensure you don't drink too
much.” We can also ensure a good night’s sleep
by making sure our bedroom is dark, quiet and
cool, and Orla says, “Stay away from your laptop
or phone for two hours before bed as the light
from their screens can reduce our sleep hormone,
melatonin, by 22 per cent.” Staying away from
our favourite apps for that amount of time can be
tough, but it’s worth it so that we’re full of beans
on the dance floor, right?

Sports bra,
€17.99, H&M

Legging,
€39.99, H&M

Shorts,
€19.99, H&M

Sports bra,
€17.99, H&M

Water bottle,
€9.99, H&M

T-shirt, €16, Penneys

Y

ou’re slogging it out in the gym and eating
cleaner than Conor McGregor so why can’t

you see any difference in the scales? Could
you be committing one (or more) of the
seven deadly fitness sins?

THE GRAND SCALE

CHANGE IT UP
Do you do the same workout every time you go to the
gym? We get it, it’s easier to track your progress if you
stick to what you know. While we applaud you for
sticking to a routine and even making it to the gym, it’s
time to break out of your comfort zone. The more you
challenge your body, the better the results you’ll see.

First thing’s first, you’re doing everything right but the
little needle on the scales hasn’t moved. It could well

EATING’S CHEATING?

be that the scales are the problem. Don’t get ahead of
yourself, they’re seldom wrong... But bear in mind that

Eating after the gym defeats the whole purpose right?
Wrong! Your body needs to refuel. The key here is

muscle weighs more than fat. Chuck out those scales
and invest in a measuring tape or better still, get a
professional at your gym to take your measurements.

quality and quantity. A portion of fish and chips isn’t
a smart choice after slogging away on a treadmill for

WEIGHT A MINUTE!
You’re avoiding weights because you don’t want to
look like Arnold Schwarzenegger, right? Get off that
bicycle and lift a bar. By lifting weights you’ll burn

an hour. Wait 15 minutes after your exercise and eat a
high protein, high carb snack such as peanut butter on
a slice of wholemeal toast.

working out can create an unnecessary distraction
and make you less efficient. You might feel like
you need to share your workout with Snapchat but
gym selfies take away from gym time.

Sports bra, €25, Pink
Soda @ JD Sports

Jacket, €50,
River Island

KNOW IT ALL
You follow all of the fitness blogs and you watched
Ireland's Fittest Family religiously, so you know it
all when it comes to fitness, right? We’re sure you
know your stuff but even the professionals need

Bodysuit, €24.99,
New Look

a helping hand to reach their goals. Ask your gym
for a one-on-one with a trainer who can help you
come up with a tailor-made programme.

Jacket, €44.99,
New Look

GOAL KEEPER
Don’t get us wrong, goals are good but unrealistic

more calories and your metabolism will increase so
you’ll burn those pesky calories off for longer after your

ET might have needed to phone home but unless
you’re worried about flash floods washing your house
away you can leave your phone in the locker for 40

goals are damaging. If you keep setting yourself
goals that you can never quite reach you’ll become
disillusioned with your lack of progress. If you’ve
never set foot in a gym you won’t be sprinting a
marathon in a fortnight. It’s all about baby steps.

workout. Pass the dumbbell...

minutes. Bringing your phone along when you’re

Don't set yourself up to fail!

CELL YOUR SOUL

Leggings, €32, Pink
Soda @ JD Sports

T-shirt, €25, Pink
Soda @ JD Sports
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Jacket, €40, M&S

Trainers, €15, Penneys
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HEALTH

Bag, €42,
Littlewoods Ireland

Are these all too common fitness
fails holding you back from the
body of your dreams?

94
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Get fit in style with
Claudia Gocoul’s
edit of the most
stylish active wear

FITNESS

Celeb Style 2.0

LIFE in STYLE X RELATIONSHIPS

We’ve loved them since day one, but these
celebrity style icons got off to a rather rocky
start. Thank goodness for decent stylists…

Nicole Richie

BEFORE: Who can forget Nicole’s
Simple Life days? Thigh skimming
bandage shorts and Daisy Duke
shorts were her uniform of choice.
As Nicole would say, “This isn’t

relationship means to you. Is he a friend with benefits who
offers support? Are you being drawn back to him because
there is something between you both? Or is it just a habit?
You need to ask yourself why you keep walking away.” The
key is to work out if you can see a future with this person. Do
you want something to come out of it? If not, counsellor and
psychotherapist Sinéad Lynch thinks you’re just wasting your
time. “If your backup buddy is someone you don’t have an
interest in going further with then you’re only actually wasting
your own time because all you’re
doing is satisfying an immediate
need instead of waiting. Even if it’s
painful and lonely, wait instead
of giving yourself the quick fix,”
she says. I think I agree with both
women when they say it's time to
cut the cord! It might hurt in the
short term but in the long term it’s
best for both parties.

“

The Bad Boyfriend

Cut The Cord

Unsure whether your relationship is worth salvaging? Claudia Gocoul tells you when
it’s time to give it another go and when it’s time to start ghosting

R

elationships come in all shapes and sizes, from the
relationship you have with your BF to the relationship

The Standby Boy

For those not in the know, a 'standby boy' is that man that you

you have with your BFF, but what happens when
those relationships become toxic? It can be tough to
know when a relationship is worth salvaging and when it has

go back to time and time again, between relationships, but with
whom nothing serious ever gets started. It could be as innocent
as someone that you text to keep busy, or a friend with benefits.

become damaged beyond all repair. With that in mind I’ve asked

Is your standby boy simply harmless fun or is he getting in
the way of your happiness? Psychotherapist and relationship
therapist Bernadette Ryan explains, “It depends on what the

the experts for their advice. Hold off on ghosting your bestie
until you’ve heard what they have to say...

to blame in these situations, “What they feel they’re lacking in
themselves they try to boost themselves up by reducing you
down. You can have the choice to look at them with empathy
and think they must be really miserable, but if you feel there’s
nothing you can do, you try to be kind but get nothing in return,
it’s up to you to ask 'am I now being unkind to myself by trying
to stay in this friendship'?” It’s often easier said than done,
especially when you’re dealing with a friend that has been with
you through thick and thin in the
past. Sinéad added, “ “You have

I always feel for the
toxic person. What has
gone on or is going on
in their life that they are
acting this way?

When it comes to matters of the
heart we can be blind. As much
as we realise that someone is not being good to us it can be
difficult to confront the issue. It’s hard to know when to stay
and work on things and when it’s time to cut your losses.
Bernadette says, “In the throes of love and at the beginning
of a relationship we can tend to overlook small things, little
hints that can become embedded into the relationship. All
relationships are a dynamic between two people and again,
it can become acceptable that this person isn’t nice to you.
The reason we’re in relationships is that we have needs to be
loved, to be affirmed and vice versa. Everybody deserves to be
treated well in a relationship, if you’re not being treated well,
why would you be in it?”
It’s a fair point, but easier said than done. When it comes to
long-term relationships, putting the situation in perspective
is key. Sinéad advises, “If you feel like your boyfriend is not
supportive or putting you down in a certain area but 70 per
cent of the time things are good, then open communication is
key. Ask yourself is it something that we can work on together
to change?” When it comes to boyfriends it’s not always black
and white. Only you know if the situation is salvageable. If you
think it’s something that can be worked on communication is
key but if the other person is threatening your happiness then
it’s time to say goodbye.

The Frenemy

Everyone has a frenemy, be it someone in their friendship
group that they aren’t keen on or a friend who is constantly
bringing them down. It can be draining dealing with
someone who is negative but when is it time to stop going

even cute.”
AFTER: The original party girl

out and start ghosting? Sinéad explains that jealousy is often

”

to ask yourself three things with a
friend: do you have a laugh with
them, do they ask you questions
about your life, do you have long
chats and if the answer is no then
it’s probably not worth salvaging.”
We like to call it Sinéad’s foolproof
friend formula. If your pal doesn’t
fit the formula then it’s time to cut
that cord.

hasn’t lost her sense of humour when
it comes to fashion. She plays around
with her hair and make-up but has

Rihanna

made the executive decision to keep
her cheeks under wraps.

BEFORE: No one can ever
accuse Rihanna of being shy
and retiring when it comes to
sartorial decisions but between
the crazy hair and even crazier
outfits it was all a bit much.
AFTER: Rihanna will never
tame her wild sense of style but
she’s finally worked out what’s
best for her and sticks to it.
We’re obsessed with her sport
range for Puma…

We’ve always been
team Rita. We love her music,
loved her down to earth personality on
The Voice and the X Factor and had our eyes
peeled for her in Fifty Shades of Grey. The one thing
we could never get on board with was her sense of style.

The Workmate

When she got the coveted gig of head judge on America’s
Next Top Model we thought Tyra had gone mad. We’re sorry

They say never to mix business and pleasure, but what happens
when it’s too late for you? It could be the boss who wants to
chill out in the pub after work, or the colleague who thinks
because you’re mates she can shunt her extra work your way,
the question isn’t if you should cut the cord. Sinéad says: “It
comes down to your own courage in putting a boundary around
yourself. A lot of the time we’re afraid to say no to things because
we’re afraid of people judging us. If you can find it within
yourself to be blunt around your own boundaries and remind
yourself that you are sacrificing your own self-kindness by giving
your energy to this person.”
Whether the relationship is personal or professional,
communication is key. Often, when someone is being toxic
they don’t even realise it. Bernadette told us, “I’m always one
for communication because whether it’s in a friendship or

for doubting you Miss Banks. Just as the ANTM contestants
get makeovers, Rita has had a style overhaul. Gone are the
barely there pillarbox red dresses and crispy barrel curls
and in their place is a wardrobe jam packed with cool,
edgy, statement pieces. We never thought we’d say
it but if we could steal one wardrobe this
season it would undoubtedly be Rita’s. And
Rita’s isn’t the only celebrity style
transformation that has to
be seen to be believed...

in a relationship there’s a lot of second guessing going on. If
you’ve tried open and clear communication and things are
still not changing well then yes, maybe you do need to cut the
cord.” However, spare a thought for the other party. Sinéad
empathised, “I always feel for the toxic person. What has gone on
or is going on in their life that they are acting this way? If we can
find the empathy we won’t see as much of the negativity.”

Kim Kardashian

BEFORE: Oh Kim, you got off to a rocky
start in Hervé Leger bandage dresses and
lashings of leopard. If we had your body
we’d have a fondness for lycra too but it
was all getting a bit much...
AFTER: Enter Kanye. He stole your
heart and cleaned out your closet and just
like that a style super couple were born.
From the front cover of Vogue to the Met
Gala, Kimye are unstoppable...

Bernadette Ryan is a psychotherapist and a
relationship therapist with Relationships Ireland. See
www.relationshipsireland.com.
Sinéad Lynch is a counsellor and psychotherapist. See
www.silverlinings.ie.
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Victoria Beckham
BEFORE: There was a time when
because of VB all anyone wanted to be

was a WAG. That time is over. As are
mahogany fake bakes, fluorescent bras
and YSL Tribute heels…
AFTER: The queen of transformation has
managed to overhaul her WAGalicious
image to become one of the world’s
biggest style icons and most respected
fashion designers. Take note ladies.
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RELATIONSHIPS

CELEBRITY

Back to
Basics

Muted tones are huge news this season. We’re bringing it
back to basics with the help of Arnotts and team XPOSÉ

Ruth wears:
Dress, €169, Ganni
Cassie wears:
Shirt, €160, Jaeger
Trousers, €160, Whistles
Watch, €109, Olivia Burton
Glenda wears:
Jumpsuit, €599, Strenesse
Karen wears:
Dress, €95, Masai

Stylist: Claudia Gocoul
Photographer: Lili Forberg

All @ Arnotts

FASHION EDITORIALS
COVER SHOOTS

LET’S CHAT

Call me: 0871686347
Email me: gocoulclaudia@gmail.com

FOLLOW ME
@gocoul
claudiagocoul

CLAUDIAGOCOUL.COM

